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DIV. 001

Daybed in oak and covered in striped off white wool. Model 258.

**Designer:** H.J. Wegner

**Produced by:** Getama

**Origin:** Denmark 1954

**Condition:** good

New upholstering in Kwadrat dark green fabric
DIV_101:

Description: Couch with 3 seats in dark Brazilian rosewood with cushions covered in mocha coloured cotton velvet.

Dimension: L190 x H 76 x D78 cm.

Designer: Grete Jalk

Produced by: France & Søns

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: excellent
DIV_200:

**Description:** Hjørnebriks corner couch unit and fold-out bed in teak with cushions to be recovered in fabric TBD.

**Dimension:** 145 x 135 cms with corner table cira 66 x 66 cm

**Produced by:** Hjørnebriks

**Origin:** Denmark 1970s

**Condition:** good pictured with cushion lining which need to be recovered.*

**Arrival end January 2012**
DIV_301:

Description: Three seater couch in oak with cushions in wool velvet, colour offwhite.

Dimensions: L196 x H77 x D80 cm

Origin: Denmark, 1950-60s

Condition: good

Note*: also available 2 armchairs in same style

W13*
Daybed

DIV_400

Couch / daybed with structure in teak, loose cushions upholstered in original wool colour dark brown.

Designers: Peter Hvidt & Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen.

Producers: in France & Son. 1956

Dimensions: L. 190 cm.

Condition: very good
DIV_700_

“Pantonova” sofa in metal upholstered in wool

Designer: Werner Panton

Producer: Expedit, Copenhagen

Dimensions: L. 330 cm.

Condition: very good
Daybed

DIV_900

Daybed, Model 258 in teak with rattan woven backboard.

Designer: H.J. Wegner

Produced by: Getama

Origin: Denmark 1954

Condition: very good
Armchair

POL_001:

Description: N° 2 Armchairs made of teak with back of chairs in rattan with newly restored cushions, bordeaux coloured cotton.

Model FD-146

Designers:
Peter Hvidt & Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen

Produced by: France & Daverkosen

Origin: Denmark 1953

Condition: good
Armchair

POL_62:
Office chair made of Rosewood and upholstered with light green wool fabric.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: very good
POL_101:

**Description:**
N° 2 armchairs in beech tree wood for legs and armrests and bi-coloured red and ecru cotton.

**Origin:** Denmark 1950s

**Condition:** discrete
POL_105:

Description: No. #2 Armchairs in beech tree wood with red woven trim.

Designer: Jens Risom for Knoll

Produced by: Knoll International

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good
Armchair

**POL_201**

H. Brockmann - Pedersen: Recliners teak / oak (2)
H. Brockmann - Pedersen: Two armchairs with frames of oak with teak armrests. Loose cushions upholstered in wool. Designed around 1955 and produced by Randers Furniture

**Designer:** H. Brockmann - Pedersen

**Producer:** Randers Furniture

**Origin:** Denmark, 1955

**Condition:** To be restored
Cushions to be re-upholstered in Kvadrat fabric.TBD
*see POL_310
*see POL_410
Armchair

POL_202

A pair of lounge chairs with beechwood, loose cushions upholstered in red fabric from Kvadrat. Produced by Intestinal Chairs & Furniture. Commensurate with the wear on the armrests and missing screws for the seat. (2)

Designer Erik Ole Jørgensen

Producer: Tarm Stole & Møbelfabrik
Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: good
Armchair

POL_203


Designer: Ole Wanscher, model: PJ112
Producer: P. Jeppesen Furniture
Origin: Denmark, 1951
Condition: good with some signs of wear
Armchair

POL_204

Hans J. Wegner
Two Armchairs with armrests and structure made of oak with bars in the back, with cushions recovered in Violet Kvadrat fabric.


Producer: Getama, model GE-290

Origin: Denmark, 1953

Condition: new photo to be updated*
Armchair

**POL_205**

**Hans J. Wegner**  
Armchairs with armrests made of oak with bars in the back.  
Produced by Getama.  
**Designer:** Hans J. Wegner 1916-2007

**Producer:** Getama, model GE-375

**Origin:** Denmark, 1969

**Condition:** good cushions to be restored in new fabric Kvadrat  
TBD*
Armchair

POL_206

Horsnaes Armchair with oak frame, loose cushions upholstered in bright furniture fabric. Commensurate with stains on upholstery.

Producer: Horsnaes

Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: good cushions to be restored in new fabric Kvadrat TBD*
Armchair

POL_207


Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: cushions to be completely restored and re-upholstered in Kvadrat fabric.* TBD
Armchairs

**POL_208:**

**Description:** Pair of armchairs (2)
Arne Vodder. Pair of armchairs with frame of rosewood, upholstered with off white wool.
**Producer:** Sibast Furniture.
**Designer:** Arne Vodder

**Dimensions:** 55cm, H. 75cm, T. 70cm

**Condition:** Light, age-appropriate wear
Armchairs

POL_209:

Arne Norell. 'Scirocco' safari chair
Arne Norell. 'Scirocco' safari chair with rosewood frames stretched with brown leather and padded leather cushion.

**Designer:** Arne Norell

**Producer:** Aneby Furniture.

**Condition:** Light, age-appropriate wear and patina on leather
Armchairs

POL_211:

**Sigurd Ressell. Two low Falcon Chairs. (2)**

Sigurd Ressell born in the 1920s, Two low Falcon Chairs of molded and stained wood frames in beechwood; cushions upholstered with coffee coloured canvas and patina brown leather.

**Designer:** Sigurd Ressell  

**Producer:** Vatne Furniture, Norway  

**Dimensions:** H. 80 x W. 75 cm. (each)  

**Origin:** Norway, 1974  

**Condition:** good with some signs of wear
Armchairs

POL_214:

Glostrup furniture factory. Armchair with frame of teak, loose cushions upholstered in dark gray upholstery.

Producer: Glostrup furniture factory

Origin: Denmark 1960

Condition: good but cushions to be re-upholstered in fabric Kvadrat .TBD*
Armchairs

POL_215:

Armchair with frame of teak, upholstered in turquoise upholstery fabric, adjustable seat. And foot stool Litt. 'Design From Denmark', p. 71

Designer: Søren J. Ladefoged & Søn

Condition: good but cushions to be re-upholstered in fabric Kvadrat .TBD*

Literature: 'Design From Denmark', p. 71
Armchairs

POL_217:

Christian E. Hansen. A couple of 'Canada' recliners
Christian E. Hansen. Couples 'Canada' armchairs in stained beech, loose cushions upholstered in wool. Designed in the 1940th
Produced by Fritz Hansen.
Designer: Christian E. Hansen

Produced by Fritz Hansen.

Condition: good but cushions to be re-upholstered in fabric Kvadrat .TBD"
Armchairs

POL_218:
Recliners-armchairs (4)

Designer: Ib Kofod-Larsen 1921-2003

Producer: cabinetmakers Christensen & Larsen

Condition: completely restored and reupholstered with Kvadrat fabric in military green gabardine wool.
Armchairs

POL_219:
Two(2) Danish high back armchairs completely restored in seventies-style Fantasy fabric in a cotton blend with black lacquered metal legs. 
Origin: Denmark 1960-70s

Condition: completely restored*
Armchairs

POL_221

**Designer:** Jorge Ferrari-Hardoy (Argentina, 1914 - 1977)

**Design year:** 1938

**Producer:** Knoll

**Description:**
The Hardoy 'Butterfly' chair was designed by Jorge Ferrari-Hardoy, Antonio Bonet and Juan Kurchan in Argentina in 1938 and was manufactured by Knoll Furniture Company in America from 1946.

This vintage original BKR chair, dating from the mid century, has a solid metal base with the original thick suede cover.

- 221A-Black suede*
- 221B- Dark Brown suede*.

**Dimensions:**  H. 87 W. 88 cmD. 75 cm. (2)
POL_301:

**Description:** Armchair made of teak with wool forest green cushions, model 118

**Designer:** Grete Jalk  
**Produced:** France & Søn

**Dimensions:** W 78cm x H 76cm x D 78cm.

**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

**Condition:** completely re-upholstered cushions in light green fabric by Kvadrat
Armchair

POL_302 :

Description: (n°2) armchairs in oak with cushions in havana coloured wool.

Dimensions:
W 74 cm, x H 77 cm, x D 80 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1950s-60s

Condition: good

note*: 3 seater couch in the same design available see (Div_301)

W13*
Armchair

POL_306:

**Description:** Colonial style armchairs in mahogany with cushions in violet cotton.

**Origin:** Denmark 1950s

**Condition:** Completely restored
Armchair

POL_400

Cube-shaped armchair with frame of rosewood, cushions upholstered with black leather.

Origin: Denmark

Condition: Good
Armchair

POL_401:

1. Armchair in mahogany with cushions in gray wool. Colonial chair style.

Origin: Denmark

Condition: good
Armchair

POL_404:

No. 2 model: Modus easy chairs upholstered in brown leather with oak frames.

Designer: Kristian S. Vedel.

Producer: Søren Willadsen 1963

Origin: Denmark
Armchair

POL_406 : No. 1 available

Armchair with frames of teakwood.
Completely re-upholstered

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: Very good with some signs of wear on legs.
Armchair

POL 411:

Hans Olsen, Model 107 Shell chair, 1950's, for Jorgensens Mobelfabrik, moulded plywood back and arm rests, in golden yellow fabric with micro designed upholstery

Designer: Hans Olsen

Design year: Shell chair 1957

Producer: N A Jørgensens Møbelfabrik

Dimensions: 48(w) x 43(d) x 80(h)

Arrival end January 2012*
POL_412:
Safari chair in hardwood and wine coloured weathered leather seat and backrests and straps. attributed to Børge Mogensen for FDB (Brugsen).

Designer: Børge Mogensen?

Producer: FDB (Brugsen)

Condition: nice patina on leather and wood structure with some signs of wear

Arrival end January 2012*
Armchair

**POL_502**:

**Designer:** Arne Norell

**Description:** Model INKA
A pair of lounge chairs of stained beech wood with leather cushions and straps in weathered brown leather, H. 90 cm. Including tabletop in teak for mounting between the chairs 65x65 cm.

**Dimensions:** (per chair)
H80cm x W80cm x D77 cm

**Origin:** Denmark, 1965

**Condition:** good with some signs of wear
Armchair

POL_505:

Danish furniture manufacturer. One armchair upholstered in blue fabric, frame and legs made of teak and beech.

Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: completely re-upholstered, excellent condition
Armchair

POL_700:

Teak lounge chair
Recliners teak cushions upholstered in pale wheat melange coloured wool.

Produced by Glostrup Furniture Factory

Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: very good
Armchair

POL_701:

Armchair Model 166
Ole Wanscher. Armchair Model 166, teak, seat and back cushions upholstered canary yellow wool.

Designer: Ole Wanscher 1903-1985

Produced by France & Son

Origin: Denmark, 1950s

Condition: very good
Armchair

POL_703:

HW Klein. Three recliners (3)
HW Klein. Recliners with swivel base upholstered in brown leather, five-star rosewood base.
Produced by : Brahmins
Designer: HW Klein

Origin: Denmark, 1960s
Condition: very good
Armchair

POL_704:

Three recliners of mørkbejdset beechwood (3)
Three recliners of mørkbejdset beechwood cushions of weathered brown leather. H. 91 cm. (3)

Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: very good
Armchair

POL_706:

Danish furniture manufacturer.
Recliner / wing chair
Recliner / wing chair with frame of stained beechwood, upholstered in striped upholstery.
Designer: Brockmann Petersen.

Origin: Denmark, 1960s

Condition: to be re-upholstered*
Armchair

POL_707:


**Designer:** Verner Panton

**Producer:** Fritz Hansen

**Dimensions:** Per unit: H 74 cm, W 57 cm, D 64 cm

**Origin:** Denmark, 1960s

**Condition:** good some signs of wear
Armchair

POL_709:

No. 1 model: Modus easy chairs upholstered in black leather with oak frame

Designer: Kristian S. Vedel.

Producer: Søren Willadsen 1963

Origin: Denmark
Armchair

POL_710:

No. 1 bouclé coloured wool lounge chair in contrasting seat cushion with peg legs in teak.

**Dimensions:** H39cm, D48cm, W 50cm.

**Producer:** Unknown

**Origin:** Germany 1950s

To be re-apholstered*
Armchair

POL_800:

No. 4 Diplomat armchairs, mahogany, upholstered in orange wool

Designer: Finn Yuhl
Producer: Cado

Condition: very good
Armchair

POL_801:
No. 2 armchairs in cherry wood upholstered with green wool cushions.

Designer: Andreas Hansen

Condition: very good
Armchairs

POL_900:

Description: Pair of armchairs in the 1950s (2)

A pair of armchairs in the 1950s. Base in black lacquered steel tube, seat and back with multi-colored woven melange fabric covering.

Dimensions: 55cm, H. 75cm, T. 70cm

Condition: Light, age-appropriate wear
To be restored
Armchair

POL_901:

**Description:** Danish furniture manufacturer. Armchair with frame of teak, upholstered in curry coloured upholstery.

**Origin:** Denmark 1960

**Condition:** very good
Chairs

**Sed_902**
Pair of armchairs with frame of solid teak, rosewood legs, covered with yellow Pleather(smilpelle) completely restored.

Design: Harbo Sølvsten & Palle Pedersen
Producer: JCA Jensen Møbelfabrik

**Producer** : Thomas Pedersen / Jensen
JCA

**Origin**: Denmark 1955

Completely restored*
POL_903: Arne Norell. Armchair, model Inca
Arne Norell. Recliner of stained beechwood and cream and cognac coloured leather. Produced by Aneby Furniture, model Inca. Commensurate with the hue difference and wear fur.

Designer: Arne Norell

Produced by: by Aneby Furniture, model Inca.
Dimensions: 80 w x 80 d x 77 h centimeters

Origin: Denmark, 1965

Condition: good with some signs of aging on leather
Armchair

POL_904A & 904B:
Pair of armchairs with frame of teak, loose cushions upholstered in wool in 2 colors: POL_904a (crème colour) POL_904b (tan colour) Model no. 118

Designer: Grete Jalk

Produced by: by France & Son, ca. 1960.

Dimensions: W 78cm x H 76cm x D 78cm.

Origin: Denmark, 1960

Condition: excellent
Armchairs

**SAL_102:**

2 armchairs set in Jade green wool with legs and hand rests in teak. One with high headrest and one without (pictured)

**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

Condition: fair
OTT_700:

A couple of footstool ottomans made of leather (2)
A couple of footstools, leather, legs in rosewood stained bent wood base

Dimensions: H: 36 cm. 58 x 51 cm.

Designer: unknown

Origin: Brunstad, Norway

Condition: very good
Chairs

SED_001:

n° 2 padded leather dining chairs with rosewood frames

Designer: Sorheim Bruk, 1960

Produced by: Sørheim Mill

Origin: Nesttum, Norway
Chairs

Sed_02

N° 2 dining chairs in teak and natural woven cord chair Model 84

Designer: Niels O. Møeller

Dimensions: H75 x D50 x W 50 cm
Sed_31:

N° 4 dining chairs in teak and padded Cotton seat and back. Rare version of a high back Thonet

Producer: Thonet

Origin: Germany

Condition: good
Chairs

SED_102

n° 6 dining chairs in teax and braided natural cord.

**Designer:** Tonnesen Olaf

**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

**Condition:** good
Chairs

SED_200

n° 4 dining chairs in blue patina
beechwood with T-shaped backrest

Producer: FPB
Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of fading of patina
n°(4) Four chairs in teak and wool fabric.
Kai Kristiansen: Four chairs, teak wood frame, mounted in the seat and back with brownish wool. Seat height 44 cm.
Commensurate with wear. (4)
Designer: Kai Kristiansen

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good some sign of wear
Chairs

SED_202
Vestervig Eriksen. Set of four chairs in rosewood with knob detail. Seat and backrests upholstered with striped fabric. Produced by Brothers Tromborg’s Eftf Furniture Aarhus, model BT 21

Designer: Vestervig Eriksen

Producer: Brdr. Tromborg’s Eftf. Møbelfabrik

Origin: Denmark 1950-60s

Condition: excellent
Chairs

SED_202B
Vestervig Eriksen’s Dining chair in rosewood with knob detail. Seat and backrests upholstered with black sky. Produced by Brothers Trombog’s Eftf Furniture Aarhus, model BT 21

**Designer:** Vestervig Eriksen

**Producer:** Brdr. Trombog’s Eftf. Møbelfabrik

**Origin:** Denmark 1950-60s

**Condition:** good some signs of wear
Chairs

SED_203
n°(4) Five chairs in teak and wool fabric.
Kai Kristiansen: Four chairs, teak wood frames, mounted in the seat and back with floral fabric. Seat height 44 cm. Commensurate with wear. (5)
Designer: Kai Kristiansen

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: to be re-apholstered*
Chairs

SED_400:

N.O. Møller: (4) Dining chairs with frames made of solid teak, seats with natural cord.

**Designer:** Niels O. Møller

**Producer:** JL Miller's Furniture.

**Origin:** Denmark ‘60s

**Condition:** Perfect
Chairs

SED_401

Italian design. Ponti style

Dining Chairs (2)
Dining chairs frames made of fruit tree, seat and back upholstered in green leather, two chairs with armrests

Origin: Italy 1950s

Condition: leather patina with some signs of wear
Chairs

SED_404:

Set the dining chairs (5)
Designer: Erik Buck
Producers: Nova Furniture.

Set of six dining chairs with two chairs with armrests. Constructed with frames of Brazilian rosewood seat and back upholstered in gray-pattern upholstery. Manufactured from Nova Furniture 1 with armrests and 4 without armrests

Note* completely re-upholstered
Chairs

SED_405:


Set of three armchairs in teak (3)
Poul M. Volther. Set of three armchairs in teak seat and back with upholstery covered in black leather.
Producer: Litt. Mobilia 1960th

Condition: Good, slight colour variation in In wood.
SED_406:

**Designer:** N.O. Møller.

(6) assorted Dining chairs with frames made of solid teak, seats covered in black leather.

**Producer:** JL Miller's Furniture.

**Origin:** Denmark ‘60s

**Condition:** good

Model 1: 3 pieces
Model 2: 2 pieces
Model 3: 1 piece
Chairs

SED_700
German Furniture Manufacturer
German design. Dining Chairs (4)
German design. Dining chairs with frames of black painted wood seats with tilt of beechwood.
Chairs

**SED_900**

**Design**: Eyvind A. Johansen

**Dimensions**: Seating height 45 cm.

**Origin**: Denmark 1950-60s

**Condition**: good some signs of wear
Chairs

SED_901
Four Danish Manufacturers chairs in teak with seat in black sky leather and curved wood back rest.

Origin: Denmark 1950-60s

Condition: very good
Chairs

SED_902
Two Danish Manufacturers chairs in teak with seat in woven natural cord.
Designer: Johannes Andersen

Origin: Denmark 1950-60s
Condition: good with some signs of wear
Chairs

SED_1000

N° 06 dining chairs in Oak the famous heart chairs of Hans J. Wegner model FH4103 with triangular-heart shaped seat and 3 legs

**Designer:** Hans J. Wegner  
**Producer:** Fritz Hansen  
**Origin:** Denmark 1952  
**Dimensions:** W54/D45/H76 cm  
*Arrival end January 2012*
Scandinavian Mid-Century Modern:
TABLES, DESKS, Sideboards and other pieces

February 2012
Bar_01:

Description:
Angle bar in rosewood veneer and set on three metal legs with a rotating cabinet for bottle storage, complete with key.

Origin: Italy 1950s

Condition: Good
Drink Cabinet

Bar_60:

Description:
Corner bar in rosewood with three drawers and mirrors applied in the inside cabinet

Dimensions: H121 x 90 x D.54 cms

Designer: Gunni Omann

Producer: Omann Jun Mobelfabrik

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: very good
**CAS_301:**

Drawer stand with iron leg supports and brass handles

**Dimensions:** H52 x W100 x D37 cms

**Origin:** Denmark, 1950s

**Condition:** Good

*W13
Cre_200
Danish cabinetmaker. Cuban mahogany sideboard
Danish cabinetmaker. Sideboard cuban mahogany with central flip-down opening flanked by cabinet doors on either side. All of which are opened with a key.
Dimensions: H. 81 L. 185 D. 50 cm
Condition: good with some signs of wear and missing internal shelves*
CRE_301:

Sideboard in teak with legs and structure base in oak with drawers and internal shelves and a small flip-down desk. Complete with key for closed security.

**Dimensions:** H120 x W154 x D 54cms

**Origin:** Denmark 1950-60s

**Condition:** Good
CRE_302

1 component sideboard with sliding doors and internal drawers

Designer: Kai Kristiansen

Produced by: Feldballes Furniture Factory

Dimensions: H 76 x W85 x D40 cm (each)

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: very good
CRE_303

Danish furniture manufacturer. Sideboard, with two large sliding doors in teak, cylindrical legs of brushed steel. 1960s. H. 45 L. 90 B. 41 cm.

Produced by Danish furniture manufacturer

Dimensions: H85 x L194 x D 37 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear

Arrival end January 2012*
Sideboard

CRE_305

Danish furniture manufacturer.
Sideboard in teak with open book shelf and four drawers and cabinet with key and pull out desktop surface.

Dimensions: W115 x H168 xD 42 cm.
Extractible Desktop width-69 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1950/1960s

Condition: some signs of wear

Arrival end January 2012*
CRE_304

Danish furniture manufacturer.
Sideboard in teak with flip top writing desk and drawers and closed shelves. 
Produced by Danish furniture manufacturer

Dimensions: H106 x L198 x D. 46 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear

Arrival end January 2012*
Sideboard

Cre_400:
Danish furniture producer. Sideboard made of teak and rosewood, front with three sliding doors, inside, the shelves and drawers, tapered legs.


Dimensions: H. 123 B. 130 D. 39 cm.

Condition: Some scratches and wear
Sideboard

Cre_401:

Danish furniture producer. Sideboard rosewood, front with four doors, inside with shelves (see picture below).

**Dimensions:** H. 122 W. 115 D. 34 cm.

**Origin:** Denmark 1960.

**Condition:** Some signs of wear
CRE_501

Danish furniture manufacturer. Chest of drawers (4) in rosewood, front with four drawers, cylindrical legs of brushed steel. 1960s. H. 45 L. 90 B. 41 cm.

Produced by Danish furniture manufacturer

Dimensions: H. 45 L. 90 B. 41 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear
Cre_700:

Danish furniture manufacturer. Sideboard with top in teak / oak
Sideboard teak / oak. Lower section with four drawers and two sliding doors and enclosing shelves. Top tier with three sliding doors enclosing shelves. Imbossed logo: Møbelhandleres Central Association.


Dimensions: H. 167 L. 185 D. 50/35 cm.

Condition: Some scratches and wear
Cre_704
Danish Furniture Manufacturer:
Omann Junior

High sideboard rosewood, Model 13
Sideboard rosewood model 13. Front with two drawers and four sliding doors enclosed shelves and pull-out trays.
Dimensions: H.122 cm. L.180 cm D.46 cm

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: slight signs of wear
Cre_901:

Danish furniture manufacturer. Sideboard rosewood, front with 10 drawers and two sliding doors, set upon frame of black lacquered steel.

**Dimensions:** H. 90 L. 229 B. 46 cm.

**Origin:** Denmark 1960.

**Condition:** good, * missing one side of veneer. Some with some signs of wear

Note: To be restored*
Sideboard

Cre_903:
Danish furniture manufacturer.

Teak sideboard, front with four drawers and two sliding doors which enclose shelves.


Dimensions: H. 82nd L. 154th D. 49 cm.

Condition: minimal signs of wear
Dra_200: Teak low dressing table with two drawers and one small cabinet. Perfect use as a night table or hall entrance telephone stand.

Dimensions: A 60 x L 80 x W 40 cm

Origin: Denmark 1950-60s

Condition: Good

W13*
Dra_900
Danish furniture manufacturer
Rosewood dresser with 4 pull out drawers and dole legged support

Produced by: Danish furniture manufacturer

Dimensions: H 49 W 51.5 D34 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960-70s

Condition: some signs of wear
Dra_902:
Teak hallway cabinet with key and hidden compartments


Dimensions: H72 x L57.5. D.30cm

Condition: Some scratches and wear W13*
Dra_903: Three drawer teak furniture with brass knobs and tapered legs

**Dimensions:**

**Origin:** Denmark 1950-60s

**Condition:** Good with some sign of wear on legs and surfaces
**Dresser**

DRE_700  small
DRE_701  large

**Danish furniture manufacturer**

**Two dressers (2)**

Danish furniture manufacturer. Two chests of teakwood front with drawers, round tapered legs. 1960. H. 72 to 77 B. 64 to 79 D. 30 to 42 cm. Commensurate with the wear, an edge notch and blotches and small finer refusal. Key missing. (2)

**Dimensions:**
**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

**Condition:** some signs of wear
Dresser

DRE_702

Danish furniture manufacturer. Danish furniture manufacturer. Dresser, oak, top with gallery edge, front with three drawers.

Dimensions: H. 68 B. 90 D. 43 cm.
Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear
Sci_70:

Tall Italian secretaire with flip-down desktop and small drawers and cabinet spaces.
Printed surface on flip down top.

Origin: Italy 1950s

Condition: Discrete
SCR_300

Desk of Danish origin made of Teak with 3 drawers, 1 lockable drawer and one deep file drawer and small bookshelf on frontside of desk.

Dimensions: L136 x W 59 x H 69 cm

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: excellent
Desk_900 set

Danish furniture manufacturer. Freestanding desk of teak, front with four drawers, front with book shelf, and teak armchair, upholstered in striped fabric.

Dimensions: Desk H. 73 L. 128 D. 64 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s
Desk

Desk 901 set
Danish Furniture Manufacturer.
Freestanding desk in teak and chair,
upholstered with faux leather, flip down
compartment with key.

Dimensions: H73 x L130 x D69 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1950s
Desk_902 set

Danish furniture producer. Desk and chair with frame of teak front with six drawers, round tapered legs, a chair covered with black artificial leather, chromed steel tubing

Dimensions: Desk H. 72  L. 120 D. 60 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

*CMG
Desk_100

Danish furniture manufacturer.

Palette-shaped desk in teak. Front with three drawers and round door cabinet with small shelf. Bookshelf on front side of desk.

Origin: Denmark 1950.

Dimensions: H73 x L128 x D. 70 cm.
Dining Table

DIN_200

Dining table with Dutch leaves in teak
Dining table with Dutch leaves of teak. Made from a Danish Furniture Makers
Dimensions: H 74 cm L 140 cm W 90 cm

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear
Dining Table

DIN_201

Dining rosewood
Niels O. Møller. Rosewood dining table, top with Dutch leaves, tapered legs. Produced by JL Møller Furniture Model no.12
Designer: Niels O. Møller
Producer: J.L Møller Møbelfabrik

Dimensions: H. 76 L. 130/236 W. 90 cm

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear
Dining Table

Din_202
Danish Furniture Manufacturer: Teak table with Dutch leaves and four chairs.

**Dimensions:**
- Chair: H. 80cm
- Table: H. 75, B. 86, L. 137cm (measured without extraction)

**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

**Condition:** good some signs of wear

Table and chairs can be sold as a SET or separately*

*Condition information marked as good with some signs of wear, indicating the item is in a reasonable but not pristine condition.
Dining Table

Din_203
Faarup Furniture. Teak dining table (3)
Dining table made of teak. Two additional plates are included.
Manufactured and labeled by Faarup Furniture.
H. 72 cm. L. 172/242 cm. B. 90 cm (3).
Producer: Faarup Møbelfabrik

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good some signs of wear
Dining Table

**Din_300**
Round dining table in teak, 1960s with insert extension circa 50 cm. Table top with spliced inlaid detail and organic shaped four leg support.

**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

**Condition:** excellent
Arrival at end January 2012*
Dining set

DIN_400

Designer: Alvar Aalto 1898-1976. Finland

Four chairs and a table (5 pieces)
Round Table H. 72 Ø 100 cm with four chairs (model 66) made of molded laminated birch and black laminate. Tabletop and seats with black laminate.

Producer: Artek, Finland

Condition: good
Dining Table

Din_902
Gudme Furniture  Manufacturer
Table with four additional inserts. (5)
Table of rosewood, top with sloping apron and pull, four additional leaves, each 49 cm. the one with the apron included.

Dimensions: H. 72 cm Ø 122 cm / L. 220

Origin: Denmark 1950/60s

Condition: good
Dining Table

TAV_711:

Designer Svante Skogh’s round the dining table in rosewood, model, 'Cortina'. Brass rings legs. 2 extra leaf inserts of 40 cm. each. Total length of table with extensions 198 cms.


Producer: Säffle Möbelfabrik,

Designer: Svante Skogh

Origin: Sweden 1958

Condition: good
TAV_712:

Johannes Andersen Dining Table & four chairs Hovmand-Olsen (5)
John Anderson. Dining table of teak, the sarge extraction with built slabs
H. 72 cm. B. 85 cm. L. 152/288 cm. Two chairs Hovmand-Olsen of teak
structure with woven seating available.

Designer: Johannes Andersen

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good
**Coffee Table**

**Tav_05**

Rounded edged rectangular coffee table with rattan woven underlying shelf made of teak and oak.

**Designer:** H.J. Wegner

**Produced by:** Andreas Tuck

**Dimensions:** H 50 x L 160 x D 50 cm

**Origin:** Denmark 1950s
TAV_31:

Teak coffee table with 4 drawers (front and back) with woven rattan detail on underlying shelf

**Dimensions**: 52 x 138 x 55h cm

**Origin**: Denmark 1950s

**Condition**: good
Table

Tav_71:

Italian end table with metal legs, shelf and base with one large drawer made of teak

Origin: Italy 1960s
Table

TAV_74:

Three legged corner table in a kidney-shaped design with metal legs

Origin: Italy 1960s

Condition: discrete
TAV_102:

**Description**
Rounded rectangular coffee table made of Teak with raised sculpted borders

**Size:** L150 x W 52 x H 46 cm

**Designer:** Edvard Kindt-Larsen

**Produced by:** France & Daverkosen

**Origin:** Denmark 1950s

**Condition:** very good
TAV_105:

Description:
Low end table with lacquered wood tabletop and metal base

Dimensions: L60 x W60 x H33.5 cms

Origin: Germany, 1960s

Condition: completely restored
Tav_107:

N°1 Cake stands made of teak with double round table tops

Dimensions: H62cm x D 33 cm

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: good with some sign of wear
Coffee Table

Tav_202

Danish furniture manufacturer. Coffee Table
Danish furniture manufacturer. Coffee table made of rosewood rectangular panel granted shaped tapered legs. 1960. H. 50 L. 170 B. 50 cm. Commensurate with blotches on top and loose trim (15cm) and small veneer refusal list.

Dimensions: H. 50 L 170 W 50 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: some signs of wear
Coffee Table

TAV_204
Danish furniture manufacturer. Coffee table in solid teak table top with rounded edges and “X” leg support detail.

Dimensions: H. 56 L. 130 W. 75 cm.

Origin: DENMARK 1960s

Condition: good
Coffee Table

TAV_207
Danish furniture manufacturer.
Rectangular coffee table in teak
Danish furniture manufacturer. Coffee
table made of teak with hidden end
drawer. **Dimensions:** H. 53.5 L. 150 W.
55 cm.
**Origin:** DENMARK 1960s

**Condition:** good with some signs
of wear
Tav_208
Nesting tables, teak. (3)
Nest of tables in teak. Swedish furniture producer.
Dimensions: Large H 48cm 60 x 40cm.
Medium H 46cm 48.5 x 38cm.
Small H 44cm 36.5 x 36cm.

Origin: Sweden 1950-60s

Condition: good some signs of wear
Small Tables

Tav_209
Nesting tables, teak. Danish Furniture Manufacturer
Set of teak nesting tables stamped Furniture Makers Control
Denmark stamp.

Dimensions: Largest 60 cm D 33.5 cm H 52 cm. others in
smaller proportions.

Origin: Sweden 1950-60s

Condition: good some signs of wear
Coffee Table

**TAV_303:**

Rectangular coffee table made of teak, U-shaped legs / frame; inserted plate with vintage Danish tiles.

**Dimensions:** L152 x W 57 x H 51 cm

**Origin:** Denmark 1950s

**Condition:** very good

---

[Image of a rectangular coffee table with teak legs and a vintage Danish tile insert.]

---

[Image of a close-up of the vintage Danish tiles.]
Small Table

TAV_306

Light mahogany end table with rounded edges, Gustavian style

Dimensions: H 55cms x L 60cms x W 39cm

Origin: Denmark 1940s
CMG®
Coffee Table

TAV_310:

Danish Manufacturer 205cm. length coffee table in teak with five dole shaped legs.

Dimensions: H. 51 x L. 205 x D. 60 cm

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: good with some signs of wear
TAV_311:
Danish Manufacturer rectangular coffee table in teak with organic style shaped legs and supports. 1950s. H. 55 L. 125 B. 61 cm.

Dimensions: H. 55 L. 125 B. 61 cm

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: good with some signs of wear
TAV_401:

Coffee table in Brazilian rosewood

Dimensions:
L. 160 cm. W. 65 cm. H. 51 cm.,

Origin: DENMARK 1950s
TAV_404:

Coffee table of rosewood, leaf laminated with black formica in a losenge shaped tabletop

**Dimensions:** H. 50 L. 160 B. 65 cm.

**Origin:** DENMARK
Coffee Table

TAV_405:

Designer: Illums Bolighus

Rectangular coffee table made of teak, V-shaped legs / frame; inserted plate with Micro tiles. Plaque with Illums Bolighus trademark

Dimensions:  H. 49 cm  L. 153 cm  B. 52 cm.

Origin: DENMARK

Condition: Perfect
TAV_501:

Designer: Peter Hvidt & Orla Mølgaard:

High legged AX side table from the Ax series by Peter Hvidt for Fritz Hansen, 1947 in teak veneer. Briefly distributed by Thonet.

Producer: Fritz Hansen.

Dimensions: H. 43cms L.109 B. 48 cm

Origin: Denmark
Period: 1947
Condition: good with some signs of wear
Coffee Table

Tav_704

Coffee Table Rosewood, Model 195

Designer: Kurt Østervig

Producer: Jason Ringsted

Dimensions: H. 50 L. 99 D. 75 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good
Coffee Table

Tav_705
Danish furniture manufacturer
Coffee table made of teak
Coffee table made of teak. Pullout extention on one side and one drawer on the other side.

Dimensions: H. 51 W 63 x L160 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good, some signs of wear
Coffee Table

Tav_707

Coffee table
Coffee table. Solid wood frame, rectangular glass plate top loosely inserted, smoked brown glass.

Dimensions: H 46 cm, W 145 cm, D 71 cm

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good, some signs of wear
Coffee Table

**Tav_708A & 708B**

**Coffee tables**
Tina Wood, Table, 2 pieces, including: tables, round disc, five legs with metal mercy, asymmetrically placed in the bottom dark Tina Wood Table, round disc, five legs with metal mercy, asymmetrically placed in the bottom dark Tina wood.

**Dimensions:**
diameter 59.5, height 53 cm (708A)
diameter 50, height 46 cm (708B)

**Origin:** Denmark 1960s

**Condition:** excellent, marked on underside with fire brand

*Cast.*
**Coffee Table**

*Tav_900*
Danish furniture manufacturer.

**Rosewood Coffee Table**
Coffee Table in Rosewood, gables with extraction, including one with black formica top, other side with drawer

**Dimensions:** H. 54 L. 160 B. 58 cm.

**Origin:** Denmark, 1960

**Condition:** good with slight signs of wear

---

*monika unger | studio*
Tav_903
Danish furniture manufacturer. Coffee table teak, raised edge, the slat formed underlying shelf, tapered “Y” shaped legs
Dimensions: H. 50 L. 149 B. 52 cm.
Origin: Denmark 1960
Condition: good
Tav_904
Coffee table made of teak, with underlying shelf with wicker rattan and drawer
Dimensions: H. 53 W 54 L.150 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1960

Condition: good
Small Table

Tav_905

Danish furniture manufacturer: Sewing table

Danish furniture manufacturer. Round work table made of teakwood with apron with two swiveling drawers.

Dimensions: H. 51 Ø 55 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1950/60s

Condition: excellent
**Coffee Table**

**Tav_100**
BC. Furniture Manufacturer.
**Dimensions:** W55/67 x L150 x A65/91cm.

**Produced by:** BC. Furniture Manufacturer.
**Origin:** Denmark 1960
**Condition:** Perfect
**Arrival end January 2012***
Trolley

TRO_200:

Danish Furniture Manufacturer. Sewing table, rosewood
Danish Furniture Manufacturer. Sewing trolley of rosewood basket with drawer, mounted on wheels.

Dimensions: H. 52 x L 70 x W45 cm.

Origin: Denmark 1950s

Condition: good with some sign of wear
Trolley

TRO_201:

Danish Furniture Manufacturer. Trolley in teak
Danish Furniture Manufacturer. Portable trolley with deep drawer on wheels with grooved handle details.

Dimensions: A52 x L70 x W38 cm

Origin: Denmark 1960s

Condition: good with some sign of wear
Bed_300
Designer: Vilhelm Wohlert 1920 – 2007
Couples beds made of Oregon pine (2)
Vilhelm Wohlert's Pair of Oregon pine beds with bed support made of white ash wood.
Fittings made of brass.
Fitted with a plaque from Inventa A/S. Objectives
Dimensions: H. 64 cm. L. 206 cm. B. 90 cm.
*RARE Presumably only made a few copies. (2)
Condition: some signs of wear